
February 2022 – Strike Launches Car Phone Holders for Samsung Galaxy S22, S22 Plus, & S22
Ultra

Brisbane, February 10, 2022 – Strike Group, the leading manufacturer of hands-free technology, is proud
to introduce its latest car phone mounts for the Galaxy S22, S22+ and S22 Ultra flagship devices.

Samsung’s next-generation Galaxy S22 series feature 5G connectivity, sleek aesthetic design, dynamic
AMOLED display, and the newest Exynos 2200 chipset for faster, smoother, and powerful smartphone
performance and mobile experience.

The Galaxy S22 and S22 Plus boast a triple-rear camera, whilst the Galaxy S22 Ultra sports a quad
camera. These cameras have improved sensors and capabilities, including an AI enhancement mode for
more detailed and brighter shots. Samsung’s Galaxy S22 range delivers an upgraded experience with
cutting-edge technology to complement today’s users’ styles and needs.

“Strike strives to deliver hands-free solutions that are engineered for enterprise, business, and home use.
Strike’s Samsung Galaxy S22 phone holders allow more streamlined productivity for this generation’s
workforce. They are equipped with enterprise protection for industries with tough environments,” says
Chris Ryan, CEO of Strike Group.

Strike’s Samsung Galaxy S22, S22+ and S22 Ultra car mounts provide a clear view of your device
whether in a vehicle or warehouse setup. With these Galaxy S22 car cradles, users can safely and legally
answer phone calls or use navigation apps whilst on the road.

The Samsung Galaxy S22 series car phone mounts are engineered with a rugged design that can
withstand 25G in the event of a crash. This feature is suitable for industries with harsh work conditions,
including Mining, Law Enforcement, Logistics, Manufacturing, Warehousing, Transportation, and more.

Additionally, these car phone mounts are designed with data pass through, fast charging, and signal
boosting capabilities. The Samsung S22 vehicle mount effectively extends battery life whilst on long
drives. Users can significantly improve their signal by connecting a reputable external aerial to its internal
passive antenna. These features provide consistent connectivity that’s useful for those working remotely
or in low-signal areas.

These Samsung Galaxy S22, S22 Plus, and S22 Ultra car phone mounts are available in multiple
variants. Choose from PRO-install, DIY, wireless charging and lockable versions, and custom-designed
holders compatible with Strike, LifeProof, and Otterbox rugged cases.

Strike Alpha Car Cradles for the Samsung Galaxy S22, S22 Plus, and S22 Ultra are now available for
pre-order. Visit Strike’s website to learn more:
https://www.strike.com.au/Latest-Alpha-Cradles/samsung-galaxy-s22-s22-plus-s22-ultra-car-phone-holder
s

https://www.strike.com.au/samsung-galaxy-s21-s21-plus-s21-ultra-car-phone-holders

